
PHONETICS

In the transcription we use phonematic principles. We
try to build the system of phonemes of the Tym-dialect, *

Short Vowels
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Four of these 8 logical possibilities never occur with

short vowels in the Tym-dialect of Selkup: 1st (. . . V), 3rd

(V. . . V), 5th (V. . . C), and 8th (V. . . ). In the other 4

logically possible positions the short vowels may occur, but

not each one pf &&m &££#?£ £K e£Ck ef the tour really

possible environments.

Table of Environments for Short Vowels

(+ = the given phoneme occurs in the given environment;

— = it doesn't occur in that environment, )
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u (3 p. »): n*uil * sweet'; kuga't 'when'; cu 'earth, clay*.

a (3 p. ): a.w 'auntie, mother 1

; paralelcygu ' 'to go back,

to return 1

; ceTe* I) ga 'calf
1

.

£ {3 p. ): Cdgu- 'to hang'; ad&lggu' 'to wait'; kjundC 'horse*

y_ (3 p. ): y^algu* *to say, to tell*; kyba* 'little, small 1

;

qyygy* '(he) wanted*.

6 (2 p. ): ode' spugu 'to drink 1

; kjot 'ten*.

li (3 p. ): ud 'evening'; tund *in the fire
1

; tu 'fire
1

.

a (2 p. ): ara * 'old man, grandfather, husband 1

; mat
tarbak '1 think 1

.

e (3 p. ): epgu ' 'to lie
1

; ele spugu 'to live
1

; aawneke* —

eneke' * aunties — nurses 1

.

i (3 p. ): imja' 1 — paja : 'wizard (she)*; mina* n * at us 1

;

kawpi' 'shawl 1

.

Long Vowels

We have ten short vowels, and as a never occurs as a

long one, there are only nine long vowels in the Tym-dialect

of Selkup. We mark the length of vowels (and the length of

other phonemes too) with two identical letters: oo, uu , aa ,

CC , yy , 66 , uu , ee , ii .

Table of Environments for Long Vowels

Short vowels have only four possible environments, but

the long ones have five possibilities (the same four as with

the short ones, and V. . . C, that is: after a vowel and before

a consonant):
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(Two of the long vowels: aa, and ii^ occur also alone, as

words consisting only of them. )

All of the long vowels can occur between two consonants.

Seven of the nine long vowels (with the exception of uu, and

yy ) can occur at the beginning of words and before a consonant.

At the end of words after a consonant six long vowels can

occur: uu, aa, yy , oo , ee , ii. Two of the nine long vowels:

uu , and aa occur also after a vowel and before a consonant.

The 06 is the only long vowel that occurs also after a con-

sonant and before a vowel (only before a.).

We give one example for every long vowel in every
possible environment:

00 (2 p. ): ookCr * one*; poot * of the wood'

.

uu (3 p. ): karauu' limbad '(he) watched 1

; n T uuj;Sp 'the

grass (ace. )*; kuu 'where, which way, in whic\ direction'.

aa (4 p. ): aamd£7o 'tsar'; meaa'det '(they) made';

taabCt 'his, her, its*; naa 'this, that'.

£€ (2 p. ): CCd 'his father*; lS£r£spy '(he) sang'.

yy (2 p. ): qwaadSspyydCt * (they) caught'; kyy 'river,

stream*.

66 (4 p. ): a oode Spud * (he) didn't drink*; tooa '(he) came,

arrived*; toogu 'to arrive'; poo ' stone*.

uu (2 p. ): uud£t 'in the evening*; qongerxuu* dSt '(they)

saw*.

ee (3 p. ); eegu 'to be*; weeriffgu 'to believe*; aajjdee

' reindeer'.

ii (3 p. ): iigu 'to take'; tiila 'nearer'; aadSl^ii '(he)

showed*.

Remarks Concerning Short and Long
Vowels

In the pronunciation of Tagina there was a little wavering
concerning the length of the vowels (e. g. amdggu or aamdEgu
'to sit'). Yet there is undoubtedly a correlation between short

and long vowels: adgl^gu* 'to wait' — aadcl^gu' *to show';

ud 'evening* — uud 'wine'; aw 'auntie, mother' — aaw 'left '

.
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There are differences between the vowels of some words

in different grammatical forms. We don't want to go into

morphology, but some examples will tell us something about

the part short and long vowels play in the paradigms of

verbs, nouns, proverbs.

Short vowels are to be found in the infinitive, long ones

in other forms of verbs: kungu 'to run* — kuuna lhe ran*;

amdgu, amdCgu 'to sit' - aamdy * (he ) was sitting*; kSskggu*

'to go' - kSEiJfklaj '(we) shall go*; cenggu* , genc*£gu* 4
to talk,

to converse* — ceencand * (you) talk*; omdgu* , omdCgu* 'to

sit down* — n*oma* oomdi 'the hare sat down*.

Inversely (long vowels in the infinitive, short ones in

other forms): meegu 'to do, to make* — mexed '(he) did,

made'; moorClgu* 'to break' — more' nnyd '(he) broke*; toogu,

*to arrive, to come* — toxay 4

(they, both of them) arrived,

came *

.

Short vowels in the nominative of nouns, > long ones in other

cases: ma% 'forest* — maajond 'to the forest'; soyo* r * stove

(nom. )*, — soyoo* ryp 'stove (ace. ); c^o
l ear' — mat qooyCn

toomba 'I heard [to my ear arrived]*; n'u% 'grass* — n'uu%Cnd
*onto the grass*.

Inversely (we have only one example): c*aam%e 'frog

(nom. )* — cam^Cp 'frog (ace. )*. (Tagina sometimes said:

Saamjjep. )

In an interrogative pronoun: kud 'who* — kuudgt 'whose*.

Reduced Vowels

Besides long and short vowels there are reduced ones
too, but they are not phonemes. They are only positional

variations of the short vowels, therefore we do not mark
the reduction in our transcription. In the pronunciation of

Tagina the short vowels in the last syllable of words con-
sisting of two or more syllables are a little reduced, if they
aren't stressed: kjundg 'horse'; kwgre 'crow'; neelikady
'(little) daughter'.
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It must be remarked that u in -gu at the end of infini-

tives, is never reduced though it isn't always stressed:

man^ee' j[gu 'to look, to glance'; meegpugu 'to do*. But the

short vowel before the morpheme -gu is always reduced:

omtCgu 'to pray*. This vowel is so strongly reduced that I

often heard, and wrote down two versions of the infinitive:

omdgu', omdggu* 'to sit down'; tarbgu' , tarbugu* 'to think*.

Diphthongs

There are only two diphthongs in the Tym dialect of

Selkup: au and ou. Both of them are falling, the second

element of themTu) is semivocal. The only possible en-

vironment of these diphthongs is: C . . . C (= between two

consonants): kuCau* ta 'from somewhere*; moCaund 'after

somebody, later 1

; paarout 'on, along'; paaroutte 'foreign'.

One could think that the second element of these diph-

thongs is identical with w. But it is not so, and the best

evidence of that is those of w. Phoneme w occurs also be-

fore a vowel, but the diphthongs never do so. (About the

other environments of w see later.

)

Short Consonants
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Table of Environments for Short Consonants

(Short consonants occur in all the eight logically

possible environments. )

1
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In the table there are 23 short consonants. 21 of them
occur between two vowels (V. . .V); 19 occur after a vowel
and before a consonant (V. . . C); 18 occur after a consonant

and before a vowel (C. . . V); 16 at the beginning of words be-

fore a vowel (. - • V); 16 at the end of words after a vowel

(V, . . ); 10 at the end of words after a consonant (C. . . ); 7

between two consonants (C. . • C); and 3 at the beginning of

words before a consonant (. . . C).

The affricates have the most possible environments.

There is only one consonant, the affricate £, that occurs
in all the 8 logically possible environments. The other

affricate, 3 has 7 possibilities.

The plosives follow after the affricates concerning the

number of possibilities. (They have 5-6-7 possibilities,

with the exception of g. ) At the beginning of words before

a vowel (. . . V) only the unvoiced plosives can occur (jd, _t,

k, o^), the voiced ones (b, d, g) never do in Selkup words.

No word can begin with 7, n, l'» and r. No word can end
with £, n\ n, s_, j[, V.

The number of possible environments of spirants (in

particular those of a) is fewer, than the environments of the

affricates or plosives. Also rj and 1_* have only two possi-

bilities. (Both of them occur only in the environments
V. ..V and V. . . C. )

We shall give one example for every possible environ-
ment of every short consonant:

£ (7 possibilities): pod 'year*; epugu *to lie*; kawpi
'shawl*; captee' 'tale, fable*; cumpnC* *wolf*; qwCClp 'fish*

(ace. ); cuumCl-qup *Selkup'.

b (6 p. ): goobEr 'berry'; gagee* tEmbugu 'to hurry, to

make haste*; aabdygu 'to feed*; cumbnC 'wolf; gomb Muring*;

tab 'he, she, it*.
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t (7 P* ) : *abe*k * squirrel*; cage e * tgmbugu 'to hurry,

to make haste'; gaptee* 'tale, fable*; maatkond 'home';

eeptgu 'to drop, to let fall'; ookCrt '(him) alone, only*;

aarYo* Yyt 'near, not far*.

d (6 p. ): adCljjgu* *to wait*; aa^dee ' reindeer'; aabydgu

*to feed*; omdgu *to sit down'; awd 'mother (with poss.

suff. )* gad 'because of '.

k (5 p. ): ke •hill'; meeka 'to me*; elkggu 'to live';

kjekla*Y 'very much'; fak 'well'.

g (3 p. ): poonege 'wizard (she)*; ganj;gu 'to go out*;

n'inglee* be *(I) shall take off*.

^ (5 p. ): aamdCYo 'tsar'; ar7o t 'far away'; mooYne
'home, back*; warY 'big*; geeY 'white*.

fl (^ P* )* qart 'morning, in the morning*; qwag 'town';

qos*qaa* lyk * badly'; wagqwatgu 'to be scattered'; qwaq
'shoulder',

m (5 p. ): meegu 'to do, to make'; guumel, 'Selkup*;

awarmo* 'plunder, booty'; gaam%e 'frog'; cum 'Selkup'.

• • •

n (5 p. ): naga t 'there'; aawneke - eneke 'aunties —

nurses; gumbng* 'wolf; aarYo* nd 'aside'; mina* n 'at us'.

n' (4 p. ): n*ab 'duck, wild-duck*; kan'irjgu *to drive

away'; pan'ictku* 'to swim'; gemn'a 'brother'.

_n (Z p. ): ,naadymnanee* la 'it will do, it is suitable';

gel'e* nga 'calf*.

g (8 p. ): gad 'because of; gweeka 'thin'; kogik 'many,

much*; gengggu* 'to talk, to converse'; gaggu 'to throw';

genggu* 'to talk, to converse'; geng 'speech*; kog 'many,

much*.

Z. ( 7 P* ) : 5yit * of » from*; iijje ka%a 'chum ii^e *;

nil'^i" 'such, the same kind, so*; aajjdee 'reindeer'; gaktyl%gu*

'to remove*; onS*n% 'alone'; ££ 'speech, word*.
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J_ (1 p. li^a'good 1

.

w (5 p. ): wa% 'flesh, meat*; awa rmo* 'plunder, booty 1

;

gweeka 'thin*; aawneke* - eneke* 'aunties-nurses*; aw
'auntie , mothe r*

.

s^ (2 p. ): saj 'eye*; cwegse 'home*.

£ (4 p. ): soyo r 'stove*; kusa k 'how many, how much';

muksa lbgl 'humped (back)*; awe gpugu 'to eat*.

j_ (5 p. ): jiigu 'to take*; paja tko jiigu 'to marry (a

woman)'; imja 1 paja 'wizard (she)*; kajnaja 'nothing*;

kuc*aYannaj 'nowhere*.

x (6 p. ): xare lgu 'to harness*; xjabargu* 'to break';

naaxe 'to that'; n*axkglgu 'to stretch*; paktyrx '(he) was
springing*; mela'x '(I) make, (I) shall make*.

1_ (5 p. ): lCr 'song*; poolcgpugu 'to swallow'; gewlika

'privet*; adgl^gu* 'to wait*; eel 'day*.

1* (2 p, ): cel'enga *calf*; qol'jjgu* 'to catch sight of*.

r (5 p. ): ara* 'old man, grandfather, husband*;

awre* Spugu 'to eat'; aryo* t 'far away*; ookr 'one*; goober

'berry'.

Long Consonants

Of the 23 consonants only six occur also as long ones:

mm , nn , ss , £s , 11, _tt. All of them are formed in the

front part of the speaking organs; one of them (mm ) is

bilabial; two of them (tt and nn) are dental; two of them ( ss

andjl) are alveolar, and only one (S£) is alveo-palatal. The
palatal, palatovelar, and the velar consonants do not occur
as long ones in the Tym dialect of Selkup.

Five of these long consonants occur only in one really

possible environment: between two consonants.

E. g. mm : tommut 'along the bank (of a river), on tne edgp'
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nn: synnee* 'both';

ss: tasse 'with you';

ss : tagSend 'you (ace. )*;

11 : faalla*k 'well, decently*.

Only tt occurs in two possible environments: 1. between
two vowels: quttaree 'as a human being, on human voice*;

Z. at the end of a word after a vowel: Ctt *water, wine*.
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